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Floor sander hire BristolFloor sander hire Bristol

All above Prices are excluded of VAT.All above Prices are excluded of VAT.

www.oakflooringsupplies.co.uk

SANDING EQUIPMENT HIRE PRICE LIST

MACHINES 1 DAY 2 DAYS 3 to 7 DAYS rate per

extra day

WEEKEND SPECIAL

Friday afternoon to

Monday 8 a.m.

Bona Edge Sander £35.00 £65.00 £30.00 £65.00

Bona Belt Sander £45.00 £85.00 £40.00 £85.00

Trio Finishing Sander £95.00 £185.00 £90.00 £185.00

Bosh Corner Belt 

Sander

£25.00 £35.00 £20.00 £35.00

Buffing Machine £40.00 £75.00 £35.00 £75.00

Dust Care System £50.00 £95.00 £45.00 £95.00

Rotex Orbital £25.00 £45.00 £20.00 £45.00

Bona Power Scrubber £65.00 £125.00 £60.00 £125.00
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Bona Belt sanderBona Belt sander
The Bona Belt sanding machine makes big jobs seem small.  The compact designThe Bona Belt sanding machine makes big jobs seem small.  The compact design
makes the machine simple to manoeuvre and easy to transport and it  can also bemakes the machine simple to manoeuvre and easy to transport and it  can also be
disassembled and reassembled quickly and easily. The Bona Belt has a very efficientdisassembled and reassembled quickly and easily. The Bona Belt has a very efficient
vacuum, which minimises dust.vacuum, which minimises dust.

▪▪ Field of application: For sanding of all kinds of wooden and parquet floors.Field of application: For sanding of all kinds of wooden and parquet floors.
▪▪ Features.Features.
▪▪ Unique construction with a simple change of drums with either a 200 mm or a 250Unique construction with a simple change of drums with either a 200 mm or a 250

mm width.mm width.
▪▪ Ergonomic designed handle facilitates raising and lowering of the drum.Ergonomic designed handle facilitates raising and lowering of the drum.
▪▪ 1-phase (230V) 2.2 KW with Easy start.1-phase (230V) 2.2 KW with Easy start.
▪▪ Very efficient vacuuming.Very efficient vacuuming.
▪▪ The compact design makes the machine simple to manoeuvre and easy to transport.The compact design makes the machine simple to manoeuvre and easy to transport.

Technical dataTechnical data
•• Drum width: 200 alt. 250 mmDrum width: 200 alt. 250 mm
•• Sanding belt size: 200 x 750 mm alt. 250 x 750 mmSanding belt size: 200 x 750 mm alt. 250 x 750 mm
•• Motor power: 1-phase 2.2 KW with Easy startMotor power: 1-phase 2.2 KW with Easy start
•• Total weight: 74 kgTotal weight: 74 kg
•• Drum revolutions: 1750 rpmDrum revolutions: 1750 rpm
•• Dust discharge: < 2 mg / m³ air    Dust discharge: < 2 mg / m³ air                                                                                      
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Bona Edge SanderBona Edge Sander
The Bona Edge 130 is an extremely strong edge sander although it has a light weight.The Bona Edge 130 is an extremely strong edge sander although it has a light weight.
It can be fitted with holed-discs or Velcro discs. It also picks up dust better than anyIt can be fitted with holed-discs or Velcro discs. It also picks up dust better than any
other edge sander on the market. For the contractor's convenience the Bona Edge 130other edge sander on the market. For the contractor's convenience the Bona Edge 130
has  illumination  and  is  easy  to  use.  The  shorter  sanding  arm  improveshas  illumination  and  is  easy  to  use.  The  shorter  sanding  arm  improves
manoeuvrability and makes the machine easier to control.manoeuvrability and makes the machine easier to control.

Field of application:
•• For edge sanding of all kinds of wooden floors and parquet floors.For edge sanding of all kinds of wooden floors and parquet floors.
•• FeaturesFeatures
•• Light weightLight weight
•• Powerful motorPowerful motor
•• High sanding abilityHigh sanding ability
•• Very manoeuvrableVery manoeuvrable
•• Efficient vacuumingEfficient vacuuming
•• Both for discs with holes and velcro discsBoth for discs with holes and velcro discs
•• Built-in ‘hour meter’ so useage can be monitored.Built-in ‘hour meter’ so useage can be monitored.

Technical data:
•• Disc diameter: 178 mmDisc diameter: 178 mm
•• Motor power: 1-phase 2.0 kWMotor power: 1-phase 2.0 kW
•• Total weight: 14,5 kg alt. 15,5 kgTotal weight: 14,5 kg alt. 15,5 kg
•• Length sanding arm: 130 mmLength sanding arm: 130 mm
•• Disc speed: 3000 rpmDisc speed: 3000 rpm
•• Dust discharge: < 1 mg /m³ airDust discharge: < 1 mg /m³ air
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Trio finishing sander
Powerful versatility

The TRIO is the versatile and powerful  floor sanding machine in floor finishing.The TRIO is the versatile and powerful  floor sanding machine in floor finishing.
From  thorough  sub-floor  treatment  via  renovation  work  on  pre-finished  parquetFrom  thorough  sub-floor  treatment  via  renovation  work  on  pre-finished  parquet
floors to perfect fine and intermediate sanding, the three disc sanding machine coversfloors to perfect fine and intermediate sanding, the three disc sanding machine covers
a comprehensive spectrum.a comprehensive spectrum.

The powerful  motor  has  been optimally  designed for  both the heavy-duty  and/orThe powerful  motor  has  been optimally  designed for  both the heavy-duty  and/or
sensitive requirements of these areas of application. The integrated, sensor-monitoredsensitive requirements of these areas of application. The integrated, sensor-monitored
dust  extractor  and well  though-out  filter  system guarantee  almost  dust-free  work.dust  extractor  and well  though-out  filter  system guarantee  almost  dust-free  work.
Disposal  of  the dust  bag is also dust-free.  Basic  equipment ex factory:  UniversalDisposal  of  the dust  bag is also dust-free.  Basic  equipment ex factory:  Universal
sanding disc and additional 8 kg weight.sanding disc and additional 8 kg weight.

Ideal use:Ideal use:
Excellent for floor finishing and renovating solid wooExcellent for floor finishing and renovating solid wood, engineered, cork and stainedd, engineered, cork and stained
floors. For cleaning and polishing as well as for the dry treatment of screed and sub-floors. For cleaning and polishing as well as for the dry treatment of screed and sub-
floors. Only suitable for dry processing.floors. Only suitable for dry processing.  
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Buffing machine
Single disc sander, the buffer, the rotary machine… This type of machine has a lot ofSingle disc sander, the buffer, the rotary machine… This type of machine has a lot of
different names and maybe even more areas of use. But for the floor sander it  isdifferent names and maybe even more areas of use. But for the floor sander it  is
usually  used  for  sanding  between  coats,  sanding  after  the  last  belt  sanding,usually  used  for  sanding  between  coats,  sanding  after  the  last  belt  sanding,
distributing  oil,  polishing  oiled  surfaces,  etc.  From  originally  being  a  cleaningdistributing  oil,  polishing  oiled  surfaces,  etc.  From  originally  being  a  cleaning
machine the Bona Buffer has been adapted more for our type of work. The changesmachine the Bona Buffer has been adapted more for our type of work. The changes
include  such  things  as  different  types  of  mounting  plates,  include  such  things  as  different  types  of  mounting  plates,  vacuum  system  andvacuum  system  and
power/rpm adaptation.power/rpm adaptation.

A good machine and a true member of the Bona family.A good machine and a true member of the Bona family.
•• Simply constructed and simple to use.Simply constructed and simple to use.
•• A rotating plate inside a cast aluminium body, driven by a powerful motor.A rotating plate inside a cast aluminium body, driven by a powerful motor.
•• Handles and shaft fully adjustable in height to meet the needs of all users.Handles and shaft fully adjustable in height to meet the needs of all users.
•• Different mounting plates allowing the machine to be used for many different areas of use.Different mounting plates allowing the machine to be used for many different areas of use.

The asymmetrical mounted motor gives the Buffer perfect balance, whilst preventingThe asymmetrical mounted motor gives the Buffer perfect balance, whilst preventing
the torque from the motor causing undesired pressure on the handles.  A powerfulthe torque from the motor causing undesired pressure on the handles.  A powerful
vacuum, the Bona S20 Vac, removes dust very efficiently. With perfect balance andvacuum, the Bona S20 Vac, removes dust very efficiently. With perfect balance and
ergonomically correct working position; almost anybody can  ergonomically correct working position; almost anybody can  use a Buffer after ause a Buffer after a
couple of minutes’ practice.couple of minutes’ practice.
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Areas of useAreas of use
For sanding wooden floors, cutting back between coats, sand and recoat, distributingFor sanding wooden floors, cutting back between coats, sand and recoat, distributing
and polishing floor oil, and cleaning applications.and polishing floor oil, and cleaning applications.

FeaturesFeatures
•• Easily connects to Bona S20 vacuum unit.Easily connects to Bona S20 vacuum unit.
•• A tight sealing ring between machine and floor.A tight sealing ring between machine and floor.
•• Strong fold-away carrying handle in the front.Strong fold-away carrying handle in the front.
•• Fully adjustable handle height.Fully adjustable handle height.
•• Asymmetrical placed motor for perfect balance.Asymmetrical placed motor for perfect balance.
•• Sturdy transport wheels.Sturdy transport wheels.
•• A variation of different ‘quick-change’ mounting plates for different jobsA variation of different ‘quick-change’ mounting plates for different jobs
•• Bona BufferBona Buffer
•• 6-terminal motor with reinforced torque6-terminal motor with reinforced torque
•• 1600 W/230V1600 W/230V
•• 120 rpm120 rpm
•• 440 mm wide440 mm wide
•• 380 mm mounting plate380 mm mounting plate
•• 330 mm high330 mm high
•• 12,5 m cable12,5 m cable
•• 33 kg33 kg
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Bona Dust Care SystemBona Dust Care System
The Bona DCS 70 is more than a vacuum cleaner. It is a revolution for your workingThe Bona DCS 70 is more than a vacuum cleaner. It is a revolution for your working
environment.  Use  it  for  sanding  without  dust.  Thanks  to  the  two-step  cyclonicenvironment.  Use  it  for  sanding  without  dust.  Thanks  to  the  two-step  cyclonic
separation and the unique filter design, dust is collected safely within the Bona DCSseparation and the unique filter design, dust is collected safely within the Bona DCS
70. 70. 

It’s portable so you can take it anywhere on the job site and connect up the hose toIt’s portable so you can take it anywhere on the job site and connect up the hose to
your sanding machine. Your working environment will be cleaner and you can workyour sanding machine. Your working environment will be cleaner and you can work
faster.  Your customers will  also be happier  and are willing to pay more for  yourfaster.  Your customers will  also be happier  and are willing to pay more for  your
services. services. 

Field of application: For dust free sanding of all kinds of Field of application: For dust free sanding of all kinds of wooden floors and parquetwooden floors and parquet
floors.floors.

Features
•• Healthier working conditions – in compliance with new regulations.Healthier working conditions – in compliance with new regulations.
•• Totally sealed system – thanks to a unique seamless bag system, no dust can escape when Totally sealed system – thanks to a unique seamless bag system, no dust can escape when 

changing the dust bag.changing the dust bag.
•• Greater customer satisfaction because of sanding without dust and reduced odour.Greater customer satisfaction because of sanding without dust and reduced odour.
•• Exclusive design from Bona – a unique separation process makes this no ordinary vacuum Exclusive design from Bona – a unique separation process makes this no ordinary vacuum 

cleaner.cleaner.
•• Ergonomic – designed to be easy to use and transport.Ergonomic – designed to be easy to use and transport.
•• Superb end-result after applying finish because no dust is left on the surface of the bare Superb end-result after applying finish because no dust is left on the surface of the bare 

wood.wood.
•• Made for professional use – robust, high quality machine for flooring contractors.Made for professional use – robust, high quality machine for flooring contractors.
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Technical data:
•• Weight: 43 kg Weight: 43 kg 
•• Dimensions: 800 x 600 x 1200 mm Dimensions: 800 x 600 x 1200 mm 
•• Collection capacity: Approx 70 litres Collection capacity: Approx 70 litres 
•• Motor: 1400W, 230V, 5A Motor: 1400W, 230V, 5A 
•• Air flow: 235 cubic metres per hour Air flow: 235 cubic metres per hour 
•• Coarse filter: Conical folded polyester filter, 1,0 sq. m Coarse filter: Conical folded polyester filter, 1,0 sq. m 
•• Fine filter: Class H 13 (99.996%, 0.3μm), 1,0 sq.m Fine filter: Class H 13 (99.996%, 0.3μm), 1,0 sq.m 
•• Hose aperture: 35 mm in diameter Hose aperture: 35 mm in diameter 
•• Length of hose: 7.5 m including connection adapters for: Length of hose: 7.5 m including connection adapters for: 
•• Bona Belt, Bona Flexidrum, Bona Belt, Bona Flexidrum, 
•• Bona Edge and Bona Mini Edge and Edge 130 Bona Edge and Bona Mini Edge and Edge 130 
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Festool Rotal OrbitalFestool Rotal Orbital

Main applications:Main applications:
•• Sanding off old paint and varnishSanding off old paint and varnish

•• Sanding wooden materialsSanding wooden materials

•• Renovation work such as sanding stepsRenovation work such as sanding steps

•• Sanding and polishing mineral materialsSanding and polishing mineral materials

•• Preliminary and coarse sanding of repair compoundPreliminary and coarse sanding of repair compound

•• Hologram-free polishingHologram-free polishing
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Never before has such a powerful sander been so refined. The Rotex RO 150 changesNever before has such a powerful sander been so refined. The Rotex RO 150 changes
effortlessly from coarse sanding, to fine sanding, to polishing. Changing sanding padseffortlessly from coarse sanding, to fine sanding, to polishing. Changing sanding pads
is simple, and requires no extra tools. 720 Watts of power means the RO 150 can takeis simple, and requires no extra tools. 720 Watts of power means the RO 150 can take
on any job. Yet its 5 lb. frame, minimal vibration and superior ergonomic designon any job. Yet its 5 lb. frame, minimal vibration and superior ergonomic design
make it so easy to work with. The gear box is completely enclosed and impervious tomake it so easy to work with. The gear box is completely enclosed and impervious to
dust,  making  the  RO  150  extremely  reliable,  even  in  the  most  demandingdust,  making  the  RO  150  extremely  reliable,  even  in  the  most  demanding
environments.environments.

Dual-Mode Sanding with a gear-driven, aggressive modeDual-Mode Sanding with a gear-driven, aggressive mode for rapid stock removal  for rapid stock removal 
or polishing and random orbital mode for fine sanding.or polishing and random orbital mode for fine sanding.

•• Jetstream dust extraction design delivers highly efficient dust removal, resulting in cleanerJetstream dust extraction design delivers highly efficient dust removal, resulting in cleaner
air, better finishes, and longer abrasive and pad life.air, better finishes, and longer abrasive and pad life.

•• FastFix  tool-free  backing  pad  changing  system allows  the  sander  to  adapt  to  differentFastFix  tool-free  backing  pad  changing  system allows  the  sander  to  adapt  to  different
surfaces and tasks with appropriate pads.surfaces and tasks with appropriate pads.

•• Compact Size with a compact form and a 6" pad, the RO 150 delivers performance to evenCompact Size with a compact form and a 6" pad, the RO 150 delivers performance to even
the tightest of places.the tightest of places.
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Bosch Corner Belt SanderBosch Corner Belt Sander

A revolution in corner sanding!A revolution in corner sanding!

A small belt sander that allows access to even the tightest corners, leaving a clean andA small belt sander that allows access to even the tightest corners, leaving a clean and
perfect finish every time.  perfect finish every time.  

It’s small yet powerful, ideal for getting into corners removing old paint, adhesives orIt’s small yet powerful, ideal for getting into corners removing old paint, adhesives or
bitumen with ease. Fantastic value in our package hire.bitumen with ease. Fantastic value in our package hire.
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